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Dear Mayor Borrowman and Councillors 

I am writing today to express my Opposition to The Three Sisters Mountain Development
plans in Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06.

Over many weeks I have been becoming more familiar with the many issues there are with the
present proposed plans for this whole area. The more I have learnt the more concerned I have
become and I would urge Canmore Council to reject both the current submissions.

I cannot see any value to Canmore residents, town or visitors with what is being proposed. 
New property owners in TSMV may just walk away from property that fails and the town
could be left on the hook to clear up the mess. The Developer can just walk away as we have
seen in the past. Little or no commercial could actually be built and we would have an even
worse residential/commercial tax split than we have today. Town infrastructure in this area is a
big burden and nobody can guarantee the long term stability of the land supporting such
infrastructure.

This area is highly sensitive and vital for the wildlife we pride ourselves on living together
with. It is steep graded land that we need to share not fence off so that the animals can live
here and the humans live there. Taking houses on this scale into this area will not benefit the
wildlife and biology at all. We owe it to future generations to preserve what we have inherited
and improve upon it not fence it off and make it a zoo.

The present climate change issues and indeed financial climate is very unsettled. We need to
stand by the line in the sand past Councils drew on where the Town of Canmore will develop
too and how we want the Town to look. Building this present proposal creates a huge satellite
community, threatens what we have as a community and puts many financial and ecological
burdens on future inhabitants.

I do not think this is a wise, ethical, viable, safe or community driven development and I very
much opposed the TSMV and the "capture" of Thunderstone Quarry lands.

Yours Hilary Eade
75 Ridge Road
Canmore, AB
T1W 1G5
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